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[57] ABSTRACT 
An automatic printing machine for producing succes 

. sive duplex prints on a print substrate feeds successive 
print substrates to an image forming machine to form an 
image on a first side of successive print substrates and 
has a substrate transport path to transport successive 
substrates having images on a first side through the 
image forming machine to form images on the opposite 
side of the substrate. The substrate transport path in 
cludes an inverter to invert each successive substrate, 
twice about an axis perpendicular to the direction of the 
transport path, a side shifting inverter to invert succes 
sive substrates once about an axis parallel to the trans 
port path direction with the corners of successive sub 
strates entering and exiting the side shifting inverter 
being overlapped by substrates being transported in the 
path direction through the inverter. In a preferred em 
bodiment the inverter portion of the duplex path is in a 
removable cassette which is interchangeable with a 
print substrate cassette. 

34 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets 
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SHORT EDGE FEED DUPLEX WITH SIDE 
SHIFI‘ING INVERTER 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

Attention is directed to US. application Ser. No. 
07/406,491 entitled “DUPLEX FEEDER WITH 
SHIFTING INVERSION” ?led concurrently here 
with in the name of John H. Looney and commonly 
assigned to the assignee of the present application. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to print substrate han 
dling and duplex reproduction and more particularly to 
a short edge feed duplex operation producing book 
style duplex prints. 

In an electrostatographic .reproducing apparatus 
commonly in use today, a photoconductive insulating 
member is typically charged to a uniform potential and 
thereafter exposed to a light image of an original docu 
ment to be reproduced. The exposure discharges the 
photoconductive insulating surface in exposed or back 
ground areas and creates an electrostatic latent image 
on the member which corresponds to the image areas 
contained within the usual document. Subsequently, the 
electrostatic latent image on the photoconductive insu 
lating surface is made visible by developing the image 
with developing powder referred to in the art as toner. 
Most development systems employ a developer mate 
rial which comprises both charged carrier particles and 
charged toner particles which triboelectrically adhere 
to the carrier particles. During development the toner 
particles are attracted from the carrier particles by the 
charge pattern of the image areas in the photoconduc 
tive insulating area to form a powder image on the 
photoconductive area. This image may subsequently be 
transferred to a support surface such as copy paper to 
which it may be permanently af?xed by heating or by 
the application of pressure. Following transfer of the 
toner image to a support surface, the photoconductive 
insulating member is cleaned of any residual toner that 
may remain thereon in preparation for the next imaging 
cycle. _ 

Duplex copying, i.e. copying image information to 
both sides of a single sheet of paper, is an important 
feature in copying machines. Duplex copying is desir 
able because it reduces the amount of paper required in 
copying in comparison to simplex (single side) copying, 
produces attractive copy sets, and can simulate the 
appearance of a printed book. Generally, such copying 
is accomplished in either one of two methods. In a ?rst 
method, ?rst side copies are produced in a reproduction 
processor and stacked in a duplex tray. When a set of 
?rst side_copies is complete, the copies are fed out of the 
duplex tray and returned to the reproduction processor 
with an odd number of inversions in the total duplex 
path to receive second side image information, and 
subsequently passed'to an output. Alternatively, ?rst 
side copies may each be returned directly to the repro 
duction processor to receive second side copies 
thereon, without stacking, for example, as described in 
US. Pat. No. 4,660,963. This type of copying ?nds 
particular use with respect to copying two documents 
placed on a platen for sequential copying, sometimes 
referred to as two-up copying: 
Book style duplex copying, as used herein refers to 

the production of duplex copy, sets which are suitable 
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2 
for reading as a book from top to bottom from the same 
sheet edge, with the image top portion on both sides of 
the sheet adjacent the top edge of the sheet, for binding 
along a side edge with respect to the image. This por 
trait style image appearance is generally only achieved 
in the present duplex-capable reproduction machines, 
however, when copy sheets are fed through the repro 
duction processor to receive image information on one 
or both sides of the copy sheet with the image top to 
bottom alignment or orientation, as the image is nor 
mally viewed, oriented on the sheet transverse to the 
direction of sheet feeding. When duplex copies are 
made with image top to bottom alignment oriented on 
the sheet in the direction of sheet travel. in the same 
reproduction machines, the resulting two-sided copies 
do not have the top portions of the image along a com 
mon edge-of the sheet. Instead, the image top portions 
are adjacent opposed edges on each side of the sheet, 
which, when the copy set is bound along a side edge in 
a book style format, provides the second sides of the 
sheets upside down with respect to the ?rst sides of the 
sheets. This type of copying sometimes called military 
style duplex, and hereinafter referred to as pad style 
duplex, provides easy viewing only if the copy set is 
bound along the top edge and read by turning pages 
upwardly to read the back side of each sheet. While pad 
style duplex copying has certain applications, it is fre 
quently undesirable in duplex copying usage. 

Heretofore, in duplex capable copying machines 
where it has been desirable to provide book style duplex 
copying from simplex originals, it has been necessary 
for the machine to provide a paper path and processor 
accommodating LEF (long edge ?rst) sheets and place 
images on the sheet having a top to bottom alignment 
oriented transverse to the direction of sheet travel. This 
arrangement adds signi?cantly to the cost of the ma 
chine, as it requires the paper path and processing ele 
ments to accommodate the long edge of sheets fed . 
through the machine. In very low cost machines it is 
desirable to provide only a narrow processor, accom 
modating for example, 8§><ll inch sheets fed SEF 
(short edge ?rst). The width of the paper path and 
processing elements in such a machine are only required 
to accommodate the 8% inch length of the sheet as op 
posed to a machine required to accommodate at least 11 
inch widths to accommodate the long edge feed of 
85x11 inch' sheets. However, this narrow process 
width arrangement ordinarily precludes the desirable 
book style duplex from simplex documents, as the bulk 
of simplex documents copied have images oriented with 
the image top portion adjacent a short edge of the docu 
ment sheet. Alternatively, an operator desiring to pro 
duce duplex copies from simplex documents on SEF 
sheets, must manually rotate every other document to 
be copied by 180° prior to copying. This is inconve 
nient, and potentially confusing, allowing the possibility 
of operator errors. Additionally, such an arrangement 
precludes the simple use of automatic document feeders 
to feed the set of documents to be copied past the 
platen, as an operator seeking to take advantage of the 
increased speed in automatic document handling must 
manually preparelthe set of simplex documents to be 
copied with every other sheet rotated with respect to 
the previous sheet, and re-order the document set subse 
quent to copying. 
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PRIOR ART 

Xerox Disclosure Journal, Vol. 4, No. 1, January/ 
February 1979, “Duplex Photocopier,” E. R. Brook et 
al. describes a photocopier having automatic duplex 
copying capability in which the copy paper is fed sliort 
edge ?rst so that the copy paper must be transported 
from the transferring nip after simplex copying inverted 
and returned to the nip retaining the same lead edge. 
After the ?rst side is transferred, the copy paper is 
transported away from the transfer nip rotated through 
180° on a transport moved sideways at right angles to its 
previous direction of feed and rotated through 180° 
about its long axis and deposited into a buffer tray. The 
?rst side copies are then fed out of the tray and rotated 
once again through 180° and returned to the transfer nip 
for the second side image. ' 
While this apparatus is capable of providing book 

style duplex with portrait style images from short edge 
feed apparatus, it suffers from a productivity or thruput 
de?ciency in that during the transition from inverting 
the ?rst copy about its short edge to inverting it about 
its long edge and the transition between inverting it 
about its long edge to inverting it about short edge two 
large gaps between successive sheets equal to the larg 
est dimension of the print will necessarily be formed 
since a successive print cannot be fed until the preced 
ing print has totally left its place in the paper path. This 
can be overcome by increasing the rate of print trans 
port with a corresponding increase in manufacturing 
cost as a result of requiring more structurally sound and 
precise apparatus requiring more power and greater 
precision in timing. Furthermore, the increase in speed 
would inevitably lead to problems with respect to in 
creased jam rates, increased risk of damage to lighter 
weight print stocks and other problems with regard to 
print transport. In addition, in such a system as de 
scribed in the Brooke et al. disclosure, the print with the 
?rst image on it travels over a rather long paper path 
and inevitably will be laterally moved or skewed or 
otherwise come out of alignment during its travel 
which potentially may result in increased paper jam as 
well as misregistration. 

I SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

IO 
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In accordance with the principle aspect of the present ~ 

invention, an automatic printing machine for producing 
successive duplex prints is provided which has means 

_ for forming an image on a print substrate, means for 
feeding successiv ‘ print substrates to the image forming 
.means to form an image on a ?rst side of successive 
print substrates and a substrate transport path to trans 
port successive substrates having images on a ?rst side 
to the image forming means to form images on the op 
posite side of the substrate which includes means to 
invert each successive substrate twice about an axis 
perpendicular to the direction of the path and a side 
shifting inverter to invert successive substrates once 
about an axis parallel to the path direction and a means 
associated with the side shifting inverter to enable the 
corners of successive substrates entering and exiting the 
side shifting inverter to be overlapped by substrates 
being transported in the path direction through the 
inverter. _ 

In accordance with a further aspect of the present 
invention, the substrate transport sequentially includes 
means to invert successive substrates about an axis per 
pendicular to the direction of the transport path, the 
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side shifting inverter to invert successive substrates 
about an axis parallel to the path direction and a second 
means to invert successive substrates about an axis per 
pendicular to the direction of the path. 

In a further aspect of the present invention, the over 
lapping of the corners of the substrates is enabled by 
providing a substrate entrance for substrates approach 
ing to the side shifting inverter at a higher level than the 
level of substrate transport inverter perpendicular to the 
direction of the path and providing the substrate exit 
from the side shifting inverter at a higher level than the 
level of substrate transport from the inverter parallel to 
the path direction. 

In a further aspect of the present invention, the sub 
strate transport path includes a stationary registration 
wall to register successive substrates along an edge 
parallel to the direction of the substrate transport path. 

In a further aspect of the present invention, the sub 
strate transport path is trayless. 

In a further aspect of the present invention, the side 
shifting inverter comprises at least one driven rotatable 
member an upper substrate guide means comprising an 
upper bottom baffle and an upper top baffle to guide a 
substrate from the substrate entrance to the rotatable 
member, an arcuate guide member to guide a substrate 
around the rotatable member and a lower substrate 
guide means comprising a lower bottom baffle and 
lower top baf?e to guide a substrate from the rotatable 
member to the substrate exit. 

In a further aspect of the present invention, the side 
shifting inverter and a portion of the substrate transport 
path on each side of the side shifting inverter are in 
cluded in a removable cassette which may be inter 
changeable with a print substrate cassette. 

Other features of the present invention will become 
apparent as the following description and proceeds 
upon reference to the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation in cross section 
of an automatic printing machine with the duplex path 
and side shifting inverter according to the present in 
vention. 
FIG. 2 is an isometric representation of the print 

substrate duplex path. 
FIGS. 3A and 3B are front and side elevational views 

respectively of the side shifting inverter with the right 
ward driving nip rolls engaged and the forward driving 
idler rolls disengaged. 
FIGS. 4A and 4B are front and side elevational views 

respectively with the rightward driving nip rolls disen 
gaged and the forward an rearward driving idler rolls 
engaged. 
FIG. 5A is a side elevational view depicting the trans 

port of the substrate toward the registration edge and 
FIG. 5B is a side elevational view showing registration 
of the substrate, disengagement of the rearward driving 
idler rolls and engagement of the idlers with the bottom 
right hand driven rolls. FIG. 5C is a front elevational 
view showing the transport of the inverted side shifted 
substrate toward the processor portion of the printing 
machine by the bottom rightward driven rolls. 
FIG. 6 is a partial isometric representation of the side 

shifting inverter illustrating the different substrate trans 
port levels to enable substrate overlap. 
FIG. 7 is schematic representation like FIG. 1 repre 

senting the use of a duplex buffer tray rather than a 
trayless duplex path. 
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FIG. 8 illustrates an alternative embodiment where 
the side shifting inverter is included in a removable 
cassette and the substrate entrance to the inverter is in 
the lower portion of the inverter. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED ~ 
EMBODIMENT 

The invention will now be described with reference 
to a preferred embodiment of the automatic printing 
machine with a duplex path with a side shifting inverter. 

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is shown by way of 
example, an automatic electrostatographic reproducing 
machine 10 illustrating the various components utilized 
therein for producing copies from an original docu 
ment. Although the apparatus of the present invention 
is particularly well adapted for use in automatic electro 
statographic reproducing machines, it should become 
evident from the following description that it is equally 
well suited for use in a wide variety of processing sys 
tems including other electrostatographic systems such 
as electronic printers and is not necessarily limited in 
application to the particular embodiment or embodi 
ment shown herein. - 

The reproducing machine 10 illustrated in FIG. 1 
employs a removable processing cartridge 12 which 
may be inserted and withdrawn from the main machine 
frame in the direction of arrow 13. Cartridge 12 in 
cludes an image recording belt like member 14 the outer 
periphery of which is coated with a suitable photocon 
ductive material 15. The belt is suitably mounted for 
revolution within the cartridge about driven transport 
roll 16, around idler roll 18 and travels in the direction 
indicated by the arrows on the inner run of the belt to 
bring the image bearing surface thereon past the plural 
ity of xerographic processing stations. Suitable drive 
means such as a motor, not shown, are provided to 
power and coordinate the motion of the various cooper 
ating machine components whereby a faithful repro 
duction of the original input scene information is re 
corded upon a sheet of ?nal support material 31, such as 
paper or the like. ' 

Initially, the belt 14 moves the photoconductive sur 
face 15 through a charging station 19 wherein the belt is 
uniformly charged with an electrostatic charge placed 
on the photoconductive surface by charge corotron 20 
in known manner preparatory to imaging. Thereafter, 
the belt 14 is driven to exposure station 21 wherein the 
charged photoconductive surface 15 is exposed to the 
light image of the original input scene information, 
whereby the charge is selectively dissipated in the light 
exposed regions to record the original input scene in the 
form of electrostatic latent image. 
The optical arrangement creating the latent image 

comprises a scanning optical system with lamp 17 and 
mirrors M1, M2, M3 mounted to a a scanning carriage 
(not shown)to scan the original document D on the 
imaging platen 23, lens 22 and mirrors M4, M5, M6 to 
transmit the image to the photoconductive belt in 
known manner. The speed of the scanning carriage and 
the speed of the photoconductive belt are synchronized 
to provide a faithful reproduction of the original docu 
ment. After exposure of belt 14 the electrostatic latent 
image recorded on the photoconductive surface 15 is 
transported to development station 24, wherein devel 
oper is applied to the photoconductive surface 15 of the 
belt 14 rendering the latent image visible. The develop 
ment station includes a magnetic brush development 
system including developer roll 25 utilizing a magnetiz 
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6 
able developer mix having course magnetic carrier 
granules and toner colorant particles. 

Sheets 31 of the ?nal support material are supported 
in a stack arranged on elevated stack support tray 26. 
With the stack at its elevated position, the sheet separa 
tor segmented feed roll 27 feeds individual sheets there 
from to the registration pinch roll pair 28. The sheet is 
then forwarded to the transfer station 29 in proper regis 
tration with the image on the belt and the developed 
image on the photoconductive surface 15 is brought 
into contact with the sheet 31 of ?nal support material 
within the transfer station 29 and the toner image is 
transferred from the photoconductive surface 15 to the 
contacting side of the ?nal support sheet 31 by means of 
transfer corotron 30. Following transfer of the image, 
the ?nal support material which may be paper, plastic, 
etc., as desired, is separated from the belt by the beam 
strength of the support material 31 as the belt passes 
around the idler roll 18, and the sheet containing the 
toner image thereon is advanced to ?xing station 41 
wherein roll fuser 32 ?xes the transferred powder image 
thereto. After fusing the toner image to the copy sheet 
the sheet 31 may be advanced by output rolls 33 to sheet 
stacking tray 34 or alternatively to duplex path side 
shifting inverter 40. 
Although a preponderance of toner powder is trans 

ferred to the ?nal support material 31, invariably some 
residual toner remains on the photoconductive surface 
15 after the transfer of the toner powder image to the 
?nal support material. The residual toner particles re 
maining on the photoconductive surface after the trans 
fer operation are removed from the belt 14 by the clean 
ing station 35 which comprises a cleaning blade 36 in 
scrapping contact with the outer periphery of the belt 
14 and contained within cleaning housing 48 which has 
a cleaning seal 37 associated with the upstream opening 
of the cleaning housing. Alternatively, the toner parti 
cles may be mechanically cleaned from the photocon 
ductive surface by a cleaning brush as is well known in 
the art. 

It is believed that the foregoing general description is 
suf?cient for the purposes of the present application to 
illustrate the general operation of an automatic xero 
graphic copier 10 which can embody the apparatus in 
accordance with the present invention. 
The operation of the duplex path side shifting in 

verter 40 will be described with continued reference to 
FIG. 1 and additional reference to the remaining Fig 
ures. 

FIG. 2 is an exploded isometric representation of the 
print substrate path from the support tray 26 through 
the printing machine 10 to receive a ?rst image on a ?rst I 
side, through an inversion about an axis perpendicular 
to the direction of the path, through a side shifting 
inverter 40 where the print substrate is inverted about 
an axis parallel to the path direction and ?nally through 
a second inversion about an axis perpendicular to they 
direction of the path to arrive in the print substrate path 
just upstream of the ?rst processing station in the print 
ing machine, the belt 14, to receive a second image on 
the opposite side of the print substrate to form the du 
plex print. 
The mechanism to provide such a print substrate path 

is illustrated in FIGS. 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 5C and 
6. Following fusing of the toner image on the print 
substrate, it is directed by decision gate 39 to either tray 
34 or through output rolls 42 to the side shifting inverter 
40. As print substrate 31 enters the inverter through 
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entry chute 76 and is guided by upper top baf?e 43 and 
upper bottom baf?e 44 in a generally horizontal direc 
tion. See FIG. 3A. There are_two pairs of rightward 
driving nip rolls 49, 47, 46, 45 along the inboard side of 
the inverter to transport the substrate across baf?e 44. 
The end view in FIGS. 3B and 4B illustrates a large 

drive roll 52 to drive the print substrate in a forward 
direction toward the front of the printing machine as 
illustrated in FIG. 1. This is accomplished by driving 
the sheet through the nip formed between drive roll 52 
and idler nip roll 53 toward another drive roll 54 with 
idler nip rolls 55 ?xed in contact therewith at the top 
and bottom to transport a print substrate around the 
drive roll 54 from top to bottom between it and the turn 
baf?e 56 to invert the substrate about an axis parallel to 
the direction of the substrate transport path and to 
change the side edge of the substrate on the inboard side 
of the substrate path. There is also an idler nip roll 59 
which forms a drive nip with large drive roll 52 to drive 
the substrate toward the rear toward stationary registra 
tion edge 60. The print substrate is guided toward the 
rear of the inverter by being transported between lower 
top baffle 61 and lower bottom baf?e 62. There are two 
pairs of rightward driving nip rolls 63, 64, 65 and 66 
which drive the print substrate out of the inverter back 
to the processor portion of the printing machine to 
complete the duplex print. 
Above the top driving nip rolls and below the lower 

driving nip rolls are two toggle carriages 69 and 70 
which mount the associated idler rolls 45, 47, 64, 66 for 
the driving rolls 46, 49, 63, and 65. Carriages 70 is are 
designed such that either the idlers 45 and 47 associated 
with the rightward driving rolls are engaged, thus form 
ing driving nips with the driving rolls 46 and 49, or the 
idler 53 associated with the larger perpendicular driving 
rolls 52 are engaged, thus forming driving nips to drive 
sheets in the outboard direction. Carriage 69 is designed 
such that either idlers 64 and 66 associated with the 
righward driving are engaged thus forming driving nips 
with driving rolls 63 and 65 or idlers 59 associated with 
larger perpendicular driving rolls 52 are engaged thus 
forming driving nips to drive substrates rearward 
toward registration edge 60. At no time should the 
idlers be engaged to drive a substrate both to the right 
and perpendicular to that direction, to the front or rear, 
at the same time. Whenever any part of any substrate is 
being driven by a ?xed position nip the toggle carriage 
should not be positioned to drive that substrate in a 
perpendicular direction. 
The toggle carriages are each pivoted about pivot 

points 83 and 84 cycled by earns 71 and 710 each driven 
by a motor M. Before the cams are cycled, the idlers 45 
and 47 are engaged on the rightward driving nips so 
they can assist the drive rolls 46 and 49 in driving the 
substrate to the right on the way into the inverter, or 
idlers 64 and 66 engaged with drive rolls 63 and 65 to 
drive the substrate out of the inverter. (See FIGS. 3A 
and 5C.) When the trail edge of a substrate entering the 
inverter passes a switch 72 cam 71 is cycled by the 
motor to move the upper toggle carriage in such a way 
as to disengage the rightward driving idlers 45 and 47, 
and immediately engage the frontward idlers 53 (see 
FIGS. 4A and 4B) with drive roll 52. This toggle action 
occurs during the ?rst quadrant of cam rotation, after 
which the cam continues to rotate, but the follower 73 
experiences a dwell such that the frontward driving 
nips remain engaged. While the toggle follower is still 
on the dwell of the cam, the lead edge of the substrate 
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reaches the nip between drive roll 54 and idler 55 and 
the substrate is transported to the front and around the 
turn baffle 56 of the inverter. Thereafter, the toggle 
follower 73 experiences another ramp on the last quad 
rant of the cam and this toggles the idlers back to their 
initial position with the rightward driving nips engaged 
and the frontward driving nips disengaged. This should 
not happen, however, until the trail edge of the sub 
strate has passed the rightward driving nips. Futher, the 
rightward driving nips should be re-engaged before the 
least edge of the next substrate reaches the frontward 
driving roll. After moving the upper toggle carriage 70 
back to its initial position, the cam 71 has completed one 
full revolution and stops until the trail edge of the next 
substrate passes switch 72. 
When this sequence of the upper toggle carriage is 

completed and after a ?xed time interval the lower 
toggle carriage 69 is started into motion by the second 
cam 71a driving motor. A ramp on this cam engages the 
lower toggle carriage follower 74 and moves it such 
that the rightward driving nip roll pair 63, 64, and 65, 
and 66 and 66 become disengaged (see FIG. 4A), and‘ 
the rearward driving nip roll pair 52 and 59 becomes 
engaged (see FIG. 4B). At this time the follower experi 
ences a dwell on the cam long enough to drive the 
substrate into the stationary registration edge 60 to 
reregister it along an edge. The follower 74 experiences 
another-ramp on the cam 71a which disengages the 
rearward driving rolls 52 and 59 and re-engages the 
rightward driving rolls 63, 64 and 65, and 66. (See FIG. 
5C.) The substrate, having been re-registered against 
the edge 60 is now driven to the right out of the inverter 
toward the same path back into the processor as a sub 
strate fed from the feeder would take. The lower cam 
71a after completing one full revolution, is stopped a 
?xed time interval after the trail edge of the next sub 
strate reaches the switch at 72. The rearward drive 
52,59 should not be engaged until the trail edge of the 
previous substrate moving to the right has cleared the 
rearward driving roller. 

Substrates on the second pass through the processor 
should not catch up with each other so that there is no 
gap between the trial edge of one sheet and the lead 
edge of the next sheet. 
To summarize the operation of the inverter illustrated 

in FIGS. 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B, FIGS. 3A and 3B 
illustrate the position of the idler rolls and substrate as 
the substrate initially enters the inverter. The arrows in 
the several Figures indicate the respective directions in 
which the several idlers have been moved by the cam 
mechanism to reach the illustrated position. 
FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate disengagement of idlers 

45 and 47 and the engagement of idlers 53 with rolls 52 
to transport of the substrate toward the front of the 
inverter and around the turn baffle. FIG. 5A illustrates 
the transport of the substrate toward the registration 
edge with idlers 59 engaged with roll 52. FIG. 53 de 
picts the registration of the substrate, the disengagement 
of the idlers from the large drive roll and the engage 
ment of the idlers with the bottom rightward drive rolls. 
Finally, FIG. 5C illustrates the transport of the in 
verted, side shifted substrate toward processor portion 
of the printing machine. 
As illustrated in FIG. 6, as the substrates enter and 

exit the inverter, the corners are overlapped by travel 
ing in a perpendicular direction through the inverter. 
On the input side of the inverter, the substrates entrance 

_ to the inverter is higher than the plane on which the 
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substrate are transported perpendicularly. In other 
words, the trail edge will fall off a cliff 78 as soon as it 
exits the entry chute 76. As mentioned previously, the 
frontward toggling action is initiated a ?xed time inter 
val after the trail edge passes the switch 72. Thus, the 
trail edge of all sizes of substrates will be in the same 
location near the input to the inverter before they begin 
to move to the front of the inverter path. Accordingly, 
the lead edge of the next incoming substrate is capable 
of traveling over the top of the frontward moving sub 
strate while avoiding edge to edge contact, even if the 
edge of that substrate is slightly curled. Typically the 
cliff is of the order of from about 15 to 20 mm. A similar 
cliff 79 is provided in the lower/ exit path of the inverter 
so that the level of substrate transport in the inverter 
perpendicular to the direction of the path is at a higher 
level than the level of transport from the inverter paral 
lel to the path direction. Thus lead edge of an incoming 
substrate moving to the rear will pass over the top of the 
trail edge of the previous sheet traveling perpendicu 
larly to it as it exits the inverter. 
While FIG. 1 illustrates the trayless duplex path 

within the automatic printing machine wherein succes 
sive print substrates having images formed on a ?rst side 
are immediately returned to the printing machine to 
have subsequent images formed on the opposite side, 
FIG. 7 illustrates the alternative embodiment wherein a 
print substrate buffer tray 81 is provided in the transport 
path for collecting successive print substrates with an 
image on the first side preparatory to feeding the sub 
strates through the image forming means to form im 
ages on the opposite side of the substrate. In this em 
bodiment the print substrates are collected in the tray 
after they are inverted and fed toward the registration 
edge by nip pair 54,55. Accordingly, the cam 71a, 
motor and carriage assembly can be removed. The indi 
vidual sheets are fed by feed roll 87 toward transport 
rolls 88. . 

FIG. 8 illustrates a further alternative embodiment 
wherein the side shifting inverter 40 and a portion of the 
substrate transport path on each side of the side shifting 
inverter are included in a cassette 82 which is remov 
able from the printing machine by sliding out and mov 
ing in on tracks 85 and 86. The cassette may be inter 
changeable with a print substrate paper feeder cassette. 
In addition, this Figure illustrates the further alternative 
embodiment wherein the substrate entrance to the in 
verter is in the lower portion of the inverter rather than 
the upper portion as is illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2 and 
the inversion in the side shifting inverter about an axis 
parallel to the path direction is from bottom to top. This 
geometry may be successfully operated by overlapping 
the corners as was shown in FIG. 6 through the same 
mechanism of introducing the substrate to the entrance 
of the inverter at a higher level than the level of sub 
strate transport in the inverter perpendicular to the 
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direction of the path and having a substrate exit from > 
the inverter also at a higher level than the level of sub 
strate transport from the inverter parallel to the path 
direction. With a cassette containing a duplex path, it is 
possible to provide an automatic printing machine hav 
ing a multifunctional capability in that it may at the 
user’s option have a standard or regular paper cassette 
inserted in the machine for regular simplex printing or 
alternatively at the user’s choice be replaced with a 
duplex path cassette providing the capability of duplex 
printing. Also illustrated in FIG. 8 is a further paper 
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tray 83 and a segmented feed roll 84 which provides an 
alternative print substrate. 

Thus, according to the present invention, an auto! 
matic duplex capability has been provided wherein 
book style duplex with portrait style images and pad 
style duplex with landscape images can be obtained in a 
printing machine that feeds print substrates short ed'ge 
?rst. Furthermore, according to the present invention, 
improved ef?ciency and productivity are obtained by 
the elimination of large gaps between successive print 
substrates. The present invention enables the transport 
of print substrates at reasonable speeds with very small 
gaps between successive substrates which is highly 
reliable and can be economically manufactured. Fur 
thermore, since according to the present invention, it is 
not necessary to increase the speed of the print substrate 
transport to increase the time between the trail edge of 
one substrate and the lead edge of the next substrate to 
avoid collisions as substrates traverse the inverter, the 
propensity to experience problems in substrate trans 
port including increased jam rates or risk of damage to 
lightweight papers is reduced. Additional economies 
are experienced with a reduction in precision of parts 
and power requirements. In a further aspect of the pres 
ent invention, an automatic registration or reregistra 
tion system along the long edge of a print substrate is 
provided. This will further insure correct alignment of 
the print substrate throughout the transport path. In 
addition, the capability of providing a duplex path 
within a removable cassette which provides the user 
with not only the flexibility of having an automatic 
machine which in addition to providing simplex prints 
has separate duplex print capability. This capability is 
achieved merely by adding a feature to a removable 
cassette rather than having to bear the expense of a 
separate duplex device. Further, the duplex path cas 
sette may be interchangeable with a regular print sub 
strate cassette. 
The disclosures of the patents and other documents 

referred to herein is hereby speci?cally and totally in 
corporated herein by reference. 
While the invention has been described with refer 

ence to speci?c embodiments, it will be apparent to 
those skilled in the art that many alternatives, modi?ca 
tions and variations may be made. For example, while 
the invention has been illustrated with reference to a 
printing machine wherein the electrostatic latent image 
is formed by optically scanning an original it will be 
appreciated that the electrostatic latent image may be 
created in other ways such as by a modulated beam of 
light from a laser beam. Accordingly, it is intended to 
embrace all such alternatives modi?cations as may fall 
within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. Automatic printing machine for producing succes 

sive duplex prints comprising means for forming an 
image on a print substrate, means for feeding successive 
print substrates to said image forming means to form an 
image on a ?rst side of - successive print substrates, 
means de?ning a substrate transport path to transport 
successive substrates having images on a ?rst side to 
said image forming means to form images on the oppo 
site side of said substrate, said substrate transport path 
including means to invert each successive substrate 
twice about an axis perpendicular to the direction of 
said path, a side shifting inverter to invert successive 
substrates once about an axis parallel to said path direc 
tion and means associated with said side shifting in 
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verter to enable the corners of successive substrates 
entering and exiting the side shifting inverter to be over 
lapped by substrates being transported in the path direc 
tion through the inverter. 

2. The printing machine of claim 1 wherein said sub 
strate transport path includes means to register succes 
sive substrates along an edge parallel to the direction of 
the substrate transport path. ' 

3. The printing machine of claim 2 wherein said 
means to register comprises a stationary registration 
wall. 

4. The printing machine of claim 1 wherein said sub 
strate transport path sequentially includes means to 
invert successive substrates about an axis perpendicular 
to the direction of said path, said side shifting inverter to 
invert successive substrates about an axis parallel to said 
path direction and a second means to invert successive 
substrates about an axis perpendicular to the direction 
of said path. ' 

5. The printing machine of claim 4 wherein said 
means to enable the corners to be overlapped comprises 
a substrate entrance to the inverter at a higher level than 
the level of substrate transport in said inverter perpen 
dicular to the direction of said path and said substrate 
exit from the inverter is at a higher level ‘than the level 
of substrate transport from said inverter- parallel to said 
path direction. 

6. The printing machine of claim 5 wherein said side 
shifting inverter comprises at least one driven rotatable 
member, an upper substrate guide means comprising an 
upper bottom baffle and an upper top baffle to guide a 
substrate from the substrate entrance to the rotatable 
member, an arcuate guide member to guide a substrate 
around said rotatable member and a lower substrate 
guide means comprising a lower bottom baffle and a 
lower top baffle to guide a substrate from said rotatable 
member to the substrate exit. 

7. The printing machine of claim 6 wherein said sub 
strate transport path includes a substrate entrance, at 
least one ?rst drive roll driven in the direction of said 
substrate transport path downstream said substrate en 
trance, at least one ?rst idler roll movable into and out 
of engagement with said drive roll to form a substrate 
drive nip therebetween, at least one second drive roll 
driven in a direction perpendicular to said transport 
path, at least one second idler roll movable into and out 
of engagement with said second drive roll to form a 
substrate drive nip therebetween said idler rolls being 
mounted on a pivotable toggling carriage to alternately 
engage one of said at least one ?rst and second drive roll 
to form a drive nip therebetween and means to toggle 
said carriage to alternately engage said at least one ?rst 
and second drive roll said toggling carriage being 
mounted to enable engagement of said drive rolls with 
said idler rolls through apertures in said upper bottom 
baffle. 

8. The printing machine of claim 7 wherein said idler 
rolls are mounted on a pivotable toggling carriage to 
alternately engage one of said at least one ?rst and 
second drive roll to form a drive nip therebetween and 
means to toggle said carriage to alternately engage said 
at least one ?rst and second drive roll said toggling 
carriage being mounted to enable engagement of said 
drive rolls with said idler rolls through apertures in said 
upper bottom baffle. 

9. The printing machine of claim 7 wherein said sub 
strate transport path includes a substrate exit, at least 
one third drive roll driven in the direction of said sub 
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strate transport path upstream of said exit, at least one 
third idler movable into and out of ‘engagement with 
said drive roll to form a substrate drive nip therebe-' 
tween, at least one fourth drive roll driven in a direction 
perpendicular to said transport path, at least one fourth 
idler roll movable into and out of engagement with said 
fourth drive roll to form a substrate drive nip therebe 
tween. 

10. The printing machine of claim 9 wherein said idler 
rolls being mounted on a pivotable toggling carriage to 
alternately engage one of said at least one third and 
fourth drive roll to form a drive nip therebetween and 
means to toggle said carriage to alternately engage said 
at least one third and fourth drive roll, said toggling 
carriage being mounted vto enable engagement of said 
drive rolls with said idler rolls through apertures in said 
lower top baffle. 

11. The printing machine of claim 1 wherein said 
substrate transport path is trayless. 

12. The printing machine of claim 1 further including 
a print substrate buffer tray in said substrate transport 
path for collecting successive print substrates with an 
image on a ?rst side preparatory to feeding said sub 
strates to said image forming means to form images on 
the opposite side of said substrate. 

13. The printing machine of claim 1 wherein said side 
shifting inverter and a portion of said substrate trans 
port path on each side of said side shifting inverter are 
included in a cassette removable from the printing ma 
chine. 

14. The printing machine of claim 13 wherein said 
cassette is interchangeable with a print substrate cas 
sette. 

15. The printing machine of claim 13 wherein said 
substrate transport path includes means to register suc 
cessive substrates along an edge parallel to the direction 
of the substrate transport path. 

16. The printing machine of claim 15 wherein said 
means to register comprises a stationary registration 
wall. 

17. The printing machine of claim 13 wherein said 
substrate transport path sequentially includes means to 
invert successive substrates about an axis perpendicular 
to the direction of said path, said side shifting inverter to 
invert successive substrates about an axis parallel to said 
path direction and a second means to invert successive 
substrates about an axis perpendicular to the direction 
of said path. 

18. The printing machine of claim 16 wherein said 
means to enable the coroners to be overlapped com 
prises a substrate entrance to the inverter at a higher 
level than the level of substrate transport in said in 
verter perpendicular to the direction of said path and 
said substrate exit from the inverter is at a higher level 
than the level of substrate transport from said inverter 
parallel to said path direction. 

19. The printing machine of claim 18 wherein said 
side shifting inverter comprises at least one driven rotat 
able member, an upper substrate guide means compris 
ing an upper bottom baffle and an upper top baffle to 
guide a substrate from the substrate entrance to the 
rotatable member, an arcuate guide member to guide a 
substrate around said rotatable member and a lower 
substrate guide means comprising a lower bottom baffle 
and a lower top baffle to guide a substrate from said 
rotatable member to the substrate exit. 

20. The printing machine of claim 13 wherein said 
substrate transport path is trayless. 
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21. The printing machine of claim 13 further includ 
ing a print substrate buffer tray in said substrate trans 
port path for collecting successive print substrates with 
an image on a ?rst side preparatory to feeding said 
substrates to said image forming means to form images 
on the opposite side of said substrate. 

22. The printing machine of claim 19_ wherein said 
substrate transport path includes a substrate entrance, at 
least one ?rst drive roll driven in the direction of said 
substrate transport path downstream said substrate en 
trance, ?rst idler roll movable into and out of engage 
ment with said drive roll to form a substrate drive nip 
therebetween, at least one second drive roll driven in a 
direction perpendicular to said transport path as second 
idler roll movable into and out of engagement with said 
second drive roll to form a substrate drive nip therebe 
tween. 

23. The printing machine of claim 22 wherein said 
idler rolls being mounted on a pivotable toggling car 
riage to alternately engage one of said at least one ?rst 
and second drive roll to form a drive nip therebetween 
and means to toggle said carriage to alternately engage 
said at least one ?rst and second drive roll said toggling 
carriage being mounted to enable engagement of said 
drive rolls with said idler rolls through apertures in said 
upper bottom baffle. 

24. The printing machine of claim 22 wherein said 
substrate transport path includes a substrate exit, at least 
one third drive roll driven in the direction of said sub 
strate transport path upstream of said exit, third idler 
movable into and out of engagement with said drive roll 
to form a substrate drive nip therebetween, at least one 
fourth drive roll driven in a direction perpendicular to 
said transport path, a fourth idler roll movable into and 
out of engagement with said fourth drive roll to form a 
substrate drive nip therebetween. 

25. The printing machine of claim 24 wherein said 
idler rolls being mounted on a pivotable toggling car 
riage to alternately engage one of said at least one third 
and fourth drive roll to form a drive nip therebetween 
and means to toggle said carriage to alternately engage 
said at least one third and fourth drive roll, said toggling 
carriage being mounted to enable engagement of said 
drive rolls with said idler rolls through apertures in said 
lower top baffle. 

26. A duplex cassette for use in an automatic printing 
machine for producing duplex prints, said cassette in 
cluding a portion of the duplex print substrate path 
including a side shifting inverter to invert successive 
substrates once about an axis parallel to the path direc 
tion, and means associated with said side shifting in 
verter to enable the coroners of successive substrates 
entering and exiting the side shifting inverter to be over 
lapped by substrates being transported in the path 
through the inverter. 

27. The cassette of claim 26 wherein said substrate 
transport path includes means to register successive 
substrates along an edge parallel to the direction of the 
substrate transport path. 

28. The cassette of claim 27 wherein said means to 
register comprises a stationary registration wall. 

29. The cassette of claim 26 wherein said means to 
enable the coroners to be overlapped comprises a sub 
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strate entrance to the inverter at a higher level than the 
level of substrate transport in said inverter perpendicu 
lar to the direction of said path and said substrate exit 
from the inverter is at a higher level than the level of 
substrate transport from said inverter parallel to said 
path direction. 

30. The cassette of claim 29 wherein said side shifting 
inverter comprises at least one driven rotatable mem 
ber, an upper substrate guide means comprising an 
upper bottom baffle and an upper top baffle to guide a 
substrate from the substrate entrance to the rotatable 
member, an arcuate guide member to guide a substrate 
around said rotatable member and a lower substrate 
guide means comprising a lower bottom baf?e and a 
lower top baffle to guide a substrate from said rotatable 
member to the substrate exit. 

31. The. cassette of claim 30 wherein said substrate 
transport path includes a substrate entrance, at least one 
?rst drive roll driven in the direction of said substrate 
transport path downstream said substrate entrance, at 
least one ?rst idler roll movable into and out of engage 
ment with said drive roll to form a substrate drive nip 
therebetween, at least one second drive roll driven in a 
direction perpendicular to said transport path, at least 
one second idler roll movable into and out of engage 
ment with said second drive roll to form a substrate 
drive nip therebetween, said idler rolls being mounted 
on a pivotable toggling carriage to alternately engage 
one of said at least one ?rst and second drive roll to 
form a drive nip therebetween and means to toggle said 
carriage to alternately engage said at least one ?rst and 
second drive roll said toggling carriage being mounted 
to enable engagement of said drive rolls with said idler 
rolls through apertures in said upper bottom baffle. 

32. The cassette of claim 31 wherein said idler rolls 
are mounted on a pivotable toggling carriage to alter 
nately engage one of said at least one ?rst and second 
drive roll to form a drive nip therebetween and means 
to toggle said carriage to alternately engage said at least 
one ?rst and second drive roll said toggling carriage - 
being mounted to enable engagement of said drive rolls 
with said idler rolls through apertures in said upper 
bottom baf?e. 

33. The cassette of claim 31 wherein said substrate 
transport path includes a substrate exit, at least one third 
drive roll driven in the direction of said substrate trans 
port path upstream of said‘ exit, at least one third idler 
vmovable into and out of engagement with said drive roll 
to form a substrate drive nip therebetween, at least one 
fourth drive roll driven in a direction perpendicular to 
said transport path, at least one fourth idler roll mov 
able into and out of engagement with said fourth drive 
roll to form a substrate drive nip therebetween. 

34. The cassette of claim 33 wherein said idler rolls 
being mounted on a pivotable toggling carriage to alter 
nately engage one of said at least one third and fourth 
drive roll to form a drive nip therebetween and means 
to toggle said carriage to alternately engage said at least 
one third and fourth drive roll, said toggling carriage 
being mounted to enable engagement of said drive rolls 
with said idler rolls through apertures in said lower top 
baffle. 
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